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Temsula Ao's Short Story "Laburnum 

for My Head": An Eco-critical Study 

Dr. Akashjyoti Saikia 
Assistant Professor 

Department of English, Jhanji HNS College 

Abstract: The short story "Laurnum for My Head" written byTemsula 

Ao has been read in a number of ways since its publication in 2009, but 

it was felt that ample scope is there for its study from the viewpoint of 

Eco-criticism which is basically the study of the relationship between 

literature and the physical environment. Nature is a dominant theme in 

the story. Here, Ao examines the longing ofLentina - the protagonist to 

be buried beside a laburnum tree with its buttery yellow blossoms, 

instead of a headstone. Her longing to be buried in the lap of nature 

signifies our innate desire to be immortalised through nature. Lentina's 

love for plants and flowers, instead of a headstone at her grave is her 

ecofeminist way of becoming part of nature. She breaks several 

traditions to be one with nature. She thinks over man's attempt to defy 

death by erecting stone monuments, as though trying to bring the dead 

back to life, and understanding the futility of such efforts, she takes the 

stand of an ecophilosopher, turning back to the lap of nature after death. 

The yearly flowering oflaburnum symbolises resurgence and new life. 

It is a sign of hope in the existence oflife. Life is not an end; but it is a 

passage to eternity. This mystery of life and death, flowering and 

withering in nature, gives great significance to Lentina's yearning to be 

commemorated every year when her laburnum blooms. The story has, 

by the ethical stand it takes, contributed to the understanding of the 

natural world. It does not simply incorporate nature as a mere theme. 

The protagonist's ecophilosophy runs as a central motif in the story, 
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Women Empowerment and Assam State 
Rural Livelihood Mission (ASRLM): 

A Study on Titabor Block, Jorhat, Assam 

-

Mira Bala Borah 
Associate Professor, Department of Economics 

JHNS College, Sivasagar 

Abstract: Antipoverty programme NRLM emphasizes on the dignified 
rural women livelihood to empower themselves by their innate capacity 
as they are one of the most vulnerable section of the society. This paper 
studies the performance of ASRLM proramme through the activities of 
Himalyan Village Oranisation ofTitabor block, Assam. 

Introduction: 
With the economic growth and the increasing numbers of corepati to 81 thousand 

as announced by the central board of Direct Taxes in 2018 the inequality of income increases 

day by day in India as well as Assam. According to Tendulkar head count ratio method 

25. 70% and 33.89% persons of rural people are under BPL in India and Assam accordingly 

in 2011-2012.More over Assam's economic growth rate is lagging far behind than the 

average India. In this situation to remove multidimensional poverty of the rural people of 

Assam have to follow bottom up approach for inclusive development. Now every country 

has accepted that every people have right to live, food and work. Remove poverty, hunger, 

gender discrimination, spread of education and create environment friendly sustainable 

developments have become the main goals of UNO. More over women are more victimized 

form multidimensional poverty due to presence of gender discrimination. To get rid of the 

multidimensional poverty they must aware about their innate capacity and their rights. 

Women form the single largest untapped source of potential in our country. Because 

only 12% of rural women and 9% of urban women are working women out of total 

working population ratio. Napoleon Bonaparte said "Give me good mothers and I shall 
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Abstract: Education plays significant ~ie ~-p~,.;;,; e~- wi1h~ut education a person cannot get far in life. 

Presently higher education in 1ndla is ~;~;,,,cin~; majortranSfo~tion in terms of access, equity and 
quality. The presence of!CT has a signifi~ role in to thi; traruf~nnation. The objective of 1he paper is 
to study 1he integration of!CT in Education, advant,g,,S of!Ct in_ Education and challenges of intplantation . , . ' . 

ofICT. 
Keyword: Education, JCT .. . . • , . . . . . ' /; . ::r~i' i.\ :_:i '.';:x}/:j :,/ {'./ . 
Introduction: . , ... >·,,:,•::,,re·•,,· . , ,.•··, ',· .:: .•. · .. :.:. . . 
Education plays a majorrole in eiie<Y?~e'(':'Jj~,:11{jtl}~l"c"4~\'!'tion_ a person will not get far in life. 

• I ,, . • ; .- • • • J. ,':) •. • •, .. • :.~. ••• ,, , 

Education prepares a person to adapt to new skills \M va)uethat will bevel}' essential in today'S society. 
· : ·. -;~:_1' \{Ut•v,~-~ •· · · 

rresently higher education in India is experiencing a ,naj0r i,ansfom,atlon in terDlS of access, equity and 
qualily. This transition is highly influenced by 1he sMftdevelopments in infonnation and cmrununication 
technologies (ICTs) all over the world. The ~trodi1ction oflCTs in the higher education sector has intense 
the accessibility ofhigherinterims access!bility, availability, equity, management, efficiency and quality. 

': 'I 

Objective of the Study: ,.. · 
The following objectives wili'.be considet;d for the study-

. ' , ,• . . 1 . · I , . . 

1. To study about the ICT's Integration in Education. 
2. To study about the advantages ofICT in Education. 
3. To study about Challenges of Implementing ICT in Edu~ation. 

Methodology: 

D

The study is done in the basi'. ~~~~on'h dat.'8ya11~b1e;;, b00ks, journals etc. 
1scuss1ons · · · · · · ' 

' ,: . • ,. '·•· •. •·", ' •. • •. ·, '. . · : • :- .·, t ' . \ ', : • 

1, To study about ICT's Integration.;jb1ai~h~t~d~~ . A • ;,, . .. .. . . .. .. •,\""'· . a. on . . 
India has won the first battle in iniproving:th~ jdiic~tl~ri'i~~~'iof the l . . 

adequate educational coverage In then xt 
1 

-
1
·~ ,·-; · ;,I ,_; -;- · , genera population by ensunng . . e eve ion~yMovmg of quality f Ed . 

most dnectly been involved mcently Indi h 1 · . 
0 

ucation where I CT has . a as pro onged history ofusing technol . Ed . , ogy 111 ucat1on sector 
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Social Exclusion and Policies for 
Social Inclusion 

Dr Santana Dutta 
Asst/. Professor 

Jhanji HNS. College, Sivasagar 

Introduction: Social exclusion is the process in which individuals or people are systematically 
blocked from various rights, opportunities and resources that are normally available to 
members ofa different group. It is defined as social process which involves denial off air 
and equal opportunities to certain social groups in multiple spheres in society, resulting in 
the inability of individuals from excluded groups to participate in the basic political, economic 
and social functioning of the society (S. Thorat & N. Sadana 2010). Social Exclusion is 
mainly a group concept. It is a multi-dimensional concept and has varied dimensions which 
are reflected in people's - livelihood, security, employment, income, property, housing, 
health, education, skills, and cultural capital, citizenship and legal equality, democratic 
participation, public goods, family and sociability, humanity, respect, fulfillment and 
understanding (Panda. 2016). The concept involves a remarkably wide range of social 
and economic problems. It is much graver than just living in poverty and a definite violation 
of basic human rights. Social exclusion is a social disadvantage and relegation to the fringe 
of society, a social phenomenon by which the minority or sub-group is systematically 
excluded. 

In all societies some groups are socially excluded. However the groups affected 
and the degree of discrimination vruy from one society to another. In India unique forms of 
social exclusion are observed, where certain groups like the Dalits, Backward classes, 
Women and religious minorities experience exclusion in regard to accruing the disadvantages 
of development. fuequality and discrimination have been pervasive features offudian society. 
Nara~an (19~9! c8!ls i~ a norm ~d process that prevents certain groups from equal and 
e~ec~v~ pai:1ici~at10n m_ the social, economic, cultural and political lives of the societies. 
Discnmmat10n, inequality and isolation are the main features of social exclusion which 
negatively affect the quality oflife. 
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Subjugation and Survival in JM Coetzce's Disgrace 

Abstract: 

717 

JM Coetzee's novel Disgrace presents a bleak picture of post-apartheid South Africa. 

Through the character of David Lurie and his daughter Lucy, Coetzee shows how the once 

dominant group of apartheid Africa has to bear the pangs of subjugation and humiliation for 

survival in the transitional period. The novel traces David's transformation from a powerful 

white male to a powerless one. From the position of a professor of English at a technical 

university in Cape Town, David becomes a volunteer in an animal clinic. Both David and 

Lucy are compelled by circumstances to accept the reality of their living in a hostile 

environment without any scope of salvation. The post apartheid era presents a changed social 

reality where the whites can no longer enjoy the former privilege and the Blacks will no 

longer remain silent to any domination of the Whites. As a female white settler in rural South 

Africa, the onJy option left for Lucy is to live in subjugation and humiliation to safeguard her 

future. The paper examines the novel Disgrace from the perspective of predicament of the 

whites in post-apartheid South Africa who have no alternative but to live with humiliation for 

survival. 

Key words: apartheid, subjugation, safety, survival 

Apartheid is a system of widespread racial segregation which enforced separation of people 

of different races in South Africa. The period witnessed widespread inequalities and 

discrimination as the government was mainly committed lo function for prosperity and 

welfare of white population of the country. The Black South Africans were the worst victims 

as they were discriminated and were denied all the privileges. It was a system of 

institutionalized racial segregation which mainly benefited the white minority and 

disadvantaged the majority of the population. The whites held almost all political power, 
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A Study on the Historical Geography 
of Assam - Early Period 

Amar Jyoti Gogoi 
Assistant Professor, Department of Geography 

Jhanji HNS College 

~bstract : The study of historical geography now becomes one of the 
Important components for discovery of early history in accurate form. 
The writers and philosophers of'Dharmasastra' paid more attention on 
man's relation with enivironment- hills, river, trees, birds, animals and 

· so forth. In Assam, people also faith on natures as mentioned in the 
'Kalikapurana' where records of early Assam which related to society 
was given. Assam had little written record for which authors have inclined 
to geographical factors for formation of history of society. The study of 
historical geography is to mark out the history of geographical changes 
of a particular time and space thereby to find out the trend of socio-
politico-economic changes for reconstruction of history. 
Keywords: Assam, Historical geography, Study, Reconstruction 

Introduction : 
Historical geography covers the domain of geography as part of social-historical 

fonnation as both history and geography are very closely related in the process of formation 
and development of society, polity and economy. According to Herodotus who known the 
'Father of History' said that 'all history must be treated geographically and all geography 
must be treated historically'. Assam is a place where most societies in ancient period had 
but little written records, like ethnic and tribal communities having multifarious speech 
fonns vastly differing from one another leading to form a complex situation in identification 
of many ancient site and situations. Therefore attempts have been made to trace out the 
geographical history of early Assam to focus on the form~tion ?f the history of the place 
names on the basis oflinguistic and onomastic understandmg. It IS also an attempt to study 
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